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Balloonatics

TRAVELING WEST:
Follow Route 78 to Exit 3 (Last exit in New Jersey).
Follow to 3rd light, which is Route 519. Turn right. Take Route 519 North.
Cross Route 57 and continue on Route 519 to stop sign.
Turn right, go .5 miles and turn left on Route 621 (Brainards Road).
Continue on Brainards Road for 1 mile. Balloonatics and Aeronuts will
be on your right hand side.

Pricing*
$575
$450
$275
$205

per
per
per
per

Only 1 hour and 15 minutes from New York City.

couple, exclusive
couple, non-exclusive
person, single
person, 3 or more

Visa, MasterCard, AMEX and Discover accepted.

If you have any questions
or for further information please
contact us at

908-454-3431

TRAVELING EAST:
Follow Route 80 to exit 4B (Buttzville, Portland). Stay on Route 46 East.
Follow Route 46 East to 2nd stop light (Approximately 8.6 miles).
This is intersection of Route 46 and Route 519. Turn Right (South) on
Route 519. Follow Route 519 South approx. 8 miles.
Turn right on Harmony Station Road. Go to second right and turn right on
Route 621 (Brainards Road.)
Balloonatics and Aeronuts is the first farm on your right.

Only 35 minutes from the Delaware Water Gap.

Balloonatics & Aeronuts
231 Brainards Road, Phillipsburg, N.J. 08865

or check us out on the web at

908-454-3431

www.njballoonrides.com
email: fly@njballoonrides.com

www.njballoonrides.com
Email: fly@njballoonrides.com

*Price subject to change without notice.
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You are invited to share an adventure
in which man has participated for over 200
years. Join us as we float along in gentle breezes
above picturesque countryside.
Your flight will take you up to heights
that will give you an unobstructed view
of the beautiful Delaware Valley and
Skylands regions, and also down to where
you can actually reach out
and touch the tree tops.

What’s in a Balloon…

Terms, conditions, scheduling…

The modern hot air balloon is basically the same
aircraft that the Montgolfier brothers developed over
200 years ago. Our balloons consist of a rip-stop
nylon envelope, a wicker basket, a propane burner
and flight instruments. Heated air inside the envelope
creates a lighter and less dense air mass which allows
the balloon to fly.
When the balloon lifts free, wind dictates the
direction and speed of flight. The pilot can alter
direction by simply changing altitude and finding a
favorable wind.

All balloon flights are subject to availability of
balloon, pilot and weather conditions. To make
arrangements, you may call for availability. A 50%
deposit is required to ensure your reservation. Final
payment is due the day of the flight. Full refunds are
made (minus a $30 per reservation handling fee) if
written notice is received 5 days prior to your scheduled
flight. Cancellations occurring 1 to 6 days prior to
scheduled flight forfeit deposit. Cancellations the day of
flight or no-shows will not receive a refund. You have the
option to have all your money refunded if we cancel the
flight for any reason, or to reschedule your flight to
next best time.
Passengers must call us between 8:30–8:45 p.m.
the night before a morning flight to confirm flying
weather and between 2:30–2:45 p.m. to confirm
afternoon flights. (Call at 1:15 for afternoon flights
after daylight savings time.)
Balloonatics and Aeronuts assumes no liability for
any type of loss whatsoever.
All balloons are FAA certified Standard Airworthy.
All pilots are experienced and commercially certified to
carry passengers by the Federal Aviation Administration.

Flight Schedule…
Flights can be scheduled any day of the week.
Flights are either at sunrise or a few hours before
sunset. This always offers the most favorable flying
conditions. Our balloons carry 2–4 passengers at a
time, but we can accommodate larger groups.
Your balloon adventure will last approximately 3
hours, with actual flight time as close to 1 hour as
conditions allow, followed by a champagne picnic.
Reservations are required, but we will do our best to
accommodate you on a short notice.

About the pilots
Pilot Fred Grotenhuis founded Balloonatics and
Aeronuts in 2001. Fred has over 40 years of flying
experience which includes military flight training,
helicopters, fixed wing, hot air balloons, paragliding
and various types of ultra-lite aircraft. Now retired from
commercial ballooning, the company hires local pilots
that share Fred’s philosophy of safety first and making
ballooning a memorable experience for the passengers.

What to wear and bring…
We suggest that you dress comfortably for outdoor
activity—wear appropriate footwear for walking in
fields. Early mornings can be cool and damp—
waterproof shoes will add to your comfort. It is never
any colder up in a balloon than is the ground
temperature. Dresses, shorts and sandals are not
recommended. You may want to bring your camera
since ballooning is such a colorful and visual experience.
Check us out on Facebook.
(search for “Balloonatics & Aeronuts”)

GIFT CERTIFICATES
Great gift idea for the person that has everything!

Anniversaries • Birthdays • Graduations
Mothers Day • Fathers Day • Valentines Day
Christmas • Just Because
Engagements – Ask About Our
“Will You Marry Me” Sign

CHECK OUT OUR

HOT AIR BALLOON FESTIVAL
Held annually at the Warren County Farmers’ Fair
www.balloonfestnj.com
www.warrencountyfarmersfair.org

Everyone has a different reaction
to his or her first balloon flight:
a mixture of fear, appreciation
of beauty & wonder that
the thing even works at all.

The first thought is certainly apprehension. The balloon arrives on a
small trailer. The basket seems so small for two people, that it is surprising
when the pilot explains that this one is actually for four. It contains a lot of
technical-looking gear—fuel tanks strapped in the corners and a burner unit
which seems to be mostly coiled tubing. The balloon itself is reputed to be
inside a rather scruffy canvas bag which lies behind the basket on the trailer.
It is difficult to imagine that this is a safe flying machine.
The pilot, and others who have an opinion, discuss at length
whether the weather conditions are safe enough for a flight and finally
decide that it is rather poor, but just good enough to go ahead. This
reinforces the feeling of apprehension.
The balloon is unloaded from the trailer, with much heaving and
puffing, and the basket is laid on its side with the burner in position.
The envelope is attached and spread out on the grass. The fabric appears
thin, about the consistency of a man’s shirt instead of the expected
canvas. Then the top parachute valve must be put in. A large circular
section of the balloon envelope is not attached to it, but is held with
little Velcro tabs at intervals, but it’s all right according to the pilot, as it
is held by air pressure in flight.
Now the pilot directs two crew members to hold the crown down
and two others to hold the base of the balloon open. Some cold air is
blown into the envelope by either using a motor-driven fan or by
flapping the envelope base.

The pilot then takes his position behind the burner, like the
operator of a machine gun, and gives a blast of flame. It is about seven
feet long and is an impressive fiery monster. At this point the question
uppermost in the mind of the first-time passenger is how to escape
without losing face, but it is too late for that.
As the heat enters the envelope there is a magical transformation.
The flat lifeless mass of fabric begins to breathe, rise up and expand.
Somehow the beauty of this contradiction of the law of gravity makes all
the complexity of a tangled technical contraption on the ground
transform itself into a shape which seems as pure and natural that it
should not be called a ‘machine’. Looking up inside the balloon the
regular and colorful space is like a vast piece of architecture—the inside
of a giant cathedral dome.
The pilot works through his check list, calls for all passengers to
board (much too late to back out now) and heats up. Slowly the balloon
feels lighter and finally the basket slides a little over the ground and lifts
off. There is no motion of any kind, rather the impression that the earth
is leaving the balloon and the crowd of helpers at the launch point is
sinking away below.
The balloon rises above the treetops and, after the first ascent, there
is no feeling of height. All fear disappears and the main impression is the
beauty and magic of the experience. It is quite unlike an airplane; there
is no motion and no one has ever been travel sick in a balloon. There is

also no wind because the balloon is travelling with the wind making the
relative air movement zero. A ribbon hung from the basket of a balloon
would hang straight down.
The balloon must be kept warm so in normal flight the pilot
operates the burner for five seconds and then leaves it off giving silent
flight for twenty seconds. A little more frequent burning causes the
balloon to rise and a little less allows it to descend.
Great control is possible. The balloon may fly above the clouds
where the stationary carpet of mist looks so near and so permanent
that it would be possible to get out and walk on it (but it is not
advisable to try!). Also visible on above cloud flights is the balloon’s
shadow, which by a trick of light-interference shows a colored halo
around the basket. Low-level flight is easily controlled and again
quite different from an airplane. It is possible to fly at very low
altitude at only a walking pace (if the wind is slow enough). This
gives enough time to have a conversation with people on the
ground.
At the end of the flight the pilot selects a field free of crops or
animals and touches down. In quiet conditions this will be light as a
feather, just like the take-off, but when it is windy the basket may tip
over and drag until the pilot has deflated the envelope by pulling the red
line. When everything stops the passengers can then disentangle
themselves and step out.

Call

908-454-3431

www.njballoonrides.com
email: fly@njballoonrides.com

